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The NIH Common Fund/Roadmap Epigenomics
Program: Successes of a comprehensive consortium
John S. Satterlee1,2, Lisa H. Chadwick2*, Frederick L. Tyson3, Kim McAllister3, Jill Beaver4,5,
Linda Birnbaum3, Nora D. Volkow2, Elizabeth L. Wilder4,5, James M. Anderson5, Ananda L. Roy4,5†
The NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Program was launched to deliver reference epigenomic data from human tissues
and cells, develop tools and methods for analyzing the epigenome, discover novel epigenetic marks, develop
methods to manipulate the epigenome, and determine epigenetic contributions to diverse human diseases. Here,
we comment on the outcomes from this program: the scientific contributions made possible by a consortium approach and the challenges, benefits, and lessons learned from this group science effort.
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testing those hypotheses—particularly by surveying epigenetic marks
across the genome in human samples—remained a challenge.
Further difficulties at that time included (i) the potentially limitless definition of the “human epigenome” because epigenetic marks
are dynamic and vary from cell to cell (both between individual cells
of the same type and between different cell types) and (ii) the need
to describe an epigenomic “ground state” in pluripotent cells and
how this state changes during differentiation. In addition, grassroots
scientific groups had been encouraging a large-scale effort in the
area of epigenomics for some time (3). Several scientific meetings
were held to identify the best ways to accelerate epigenomic discovery
including one held in 2007 to specifically identify what would ultimately
become the themes of this program. These gaps and opportunities,
coupled with the analysis of scientific areas already addressed by the
NIH grant portfolio and input from the scientific community,
ultimately informed plans for a trans-NIH Roadmap Program in
Epigenomics. (The NIH Roadmap is now known as the NIH
Common Fund, but the Roadmap Epigenomics Program retains
its name.)
OVERALL GOALS OF THE ROADMAP EPIGENOMICS PROGRAM

The overarching goal of the program was to establish a set of human
reference epigenomes and develop new technologies as fundamental resources for the scientific community to conduct basic and applied research on how epigenetic/epigenomic processes contribute
to human development, life span/aging, response to environmental
exposures (e.g., physical, chemical, behavioral, and/or social), and
disease pathogenesis. The details of the program goals and the
funded projects have been previously described (4, 5). The program
was designed recognizing that while highly coordinated consortium-
based research was required to generate and analyze epigenomic
maps across many human cell types and tissues, substantial innovation
and discovery through smaller projects, in particular for technology
development, were also needed (4). Because of our poor understanding of the epigenomic differences between cell types and
between individuals, it was not clear how many samples of a given
tissue would need to be analyzed or what epigenomic marks had to be
identified to generate a representative epigenomic map. The limited
availability of many human cell types and tissues highlighted the need
for epigenomic technologies with higher sensitivity. Thus, substantial technology development (including isolating homogeneous cell
populations from a given tissue, interrogating extremely limited
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WHY DEVELOP AN EPIGENOMICS PROGRAM?

The development of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap
Epigenomics Program was informed by (i) critical scientific gaps and
opportunities, (ii) input from the scientific community, and (iii)
analysis of funded NIH research in this area. Epigenomics can be
operationally defined as the study of structural and functional DNA
and histone modifications that alter the reading and writing of the
genome, resulting in the regulation of chromatin architecture, gene
activity, and expression without changes to the DNA sequence. Epigenetic marks are those DNA and histone modifications that occur
at specific loci within the genome. While analyses of epigenetic regulation of gene expression date back to the 1970s and 1980s, methods
to analyze epigenetic modifications at a genome-wide scale were not
developed until the early 2000s (1, 2). Advances in DNA sequencing
technology, the development of methods such as bisulfite sequencing
and chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing, and generation of
highly specific antibodies against posttranslationally modified histones created an opportunity to generate cell-specific epigenomic maps.
Furthermore, a portfolio analysis conducted by the NIH in 2006
on epigenetic/epigenomic research revealed increasing numbers of
NIH-funded studies and publications associated with altered gene
expression profiles and epigenetic processes between 1998 and 2006.
This analysis revealed that limited research was being conducted on
specific diseases except for cancer, which constituted more than
half of disease epigenetics publications. The majority of these publications defined epigenomes as DNA methylation profiles of tumors,
and most studies focused on the area of chromatin regulation and
DNA methylation in animal models. Genome-wide analysis of primary human tissues was challenging at the time due to low detection sensitivity and the need for large numbers of cells; hence, there
was limited effort to analyze human tissues or to establish human
reference epigenomes. Overall, the scientific literature suggested that
many conditions could involve altered epigenetic mechanisms, but
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numbers of cells, and enhancing assay throughput) were necessary to complement the consortium-wide mapping efforts. This combination of integrating large-scale mapping efforts with small-scale
discovery-driven approaches and technology development ultimately proved to be critical for the success of this program.
The Roadmap Epigenomics Program ended in 2018. We reflect
here on the program achievements to date, applying objective measures while acknowledging that the long-term impact of the program
is yet to be measured. Given the vast quantities of data generated
in the postgenomic era and the ever-increasing need for integrating
multidisciplinary approaches to solve today’s biomedical problems,
we also evaluate the lessons learned from this large consortium-
based approach as well as the many challenges and benefits offered
by “group science.”

The Roadmap Epigenomics Program was designed to deliver community resources that would catalyze and expand investigator-initiated
epigenomic research across the NIH (4). This effort was distinct
from previous efforts in three broad ways: (i) The focus was on human
tissues and cells as opposed to animal cells and models; (ii) epigenomic features were studied genome wide rather than at a single
locus or a handful of loci; and (iii) an emphasis was placed on discovering novel epigenomic marks. While at this time the ENCODE
(Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) Project was cataloging regulatory
elements in animal models or human cells grown in culture, the aim
of the Roadmap Epigenomics Project was to build on this foundation
by analyzing samples taken directly from human tissues and cells
(6). The deliverables of the Roadmap Epigenomics Program included
(i) reference epigenomic maps, (ii) international epigenomic coordination, (iii) a deeper understanding of the epigenomic basis of
disease, (iv) identification of previously unknown epigenetic marks,
and (v) improved technologies and methods for monitoring and
manipulating epigenomic modifications.
Reference epigenomic maps
One major focus of the Roadmap Epigenomics Program was to provide reference epigenomic maps for normal human cells and tissues
(4). This focus required a goal-driven highly coordinated approach that
could not be easily accomplished by individual laboratories (7).
Fundamental to achieving this effort was the definition of a “reference epigenome” and a plan for the coordinated production of these
datasets by investigator groups using different methods. The consortium approach paved the way to establishing global maps of
multiple epigenomic modifications across the genome in different
types of human cells and tissues. Simultaneously, showing that diseaseand trait-associated genetic variants are enriched in tissue-specific
epigenetic signatures was critical in revealing important cell types
implicated in specific genetic traits as well as in providing a molecular
basis for interpreting human disease types as a community resource
(8). Similar to the human genome sequences that set the stage for
far-reaching studies of genetic variation association with disease
phenotypes (9), a set of 111 human reference epigenomes profiling
comprehensive histone modification signatures, DNA accessibility
and methylation patterns, as well as RNA expression was described
in an integrative analysis paper (10). Furthermore, the data from
these experiments have been incorporated into the ENCODE Portal
and can now be searched with ENCODE and other related data to
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International epigenomics coordination
The Roadmap Epigenomics Program was also a founding member
of the International Human Epigenome Consortium (IHEC) created
in 2010. The primary goal of IHEC was to pursue an international
effort in coordinating the production of reference maps of human
epigenomes for key cellular states relevant to human health and
diseases. A critical component of IHEC goals was also to coordinate
the development of common bioinformatics standards, data models,
and analytical tools to organize, integrate, and display the epigenomic data generated by the broad international community. An
important step toward this goal was the first installment of 41 coordinated papers showcasing the achievements and scientific progress
made by IHEC in core areas of current epigenomic investigation
(13). Both Roadmap and IHEC were designed to improve compatibility and interoperability of diverse datasets while ensuring
that data generation efforts would not be duplicative. Accordingly,
the Roadmap Epigenomics Mapping Consortium developed a
common set of metadata standards and data standards that were,
in part, based on standards developed by the ENCODE program.
These standards have been adopted by IHEC and further refined in
collaboration with other stakeholder groups. Roadmap Epigenomics
Program participation in IHEC also helped spur significant additional international investment in epigenomic mapping and
disease research. As of September 2018, IHEC members, including
Roadmap and ENCODE, have generated 8870 epigenomic datasets
(http://epigenomesportal.ca/ihec/).
Epigenomic basis of diseases and novel epigenomic marks
It is important to point out that in addition to coordinated mapping
efforts, the Roadmap Epigenomics Program included discovery-
driven investigations into the role of epigenomic changes in a wide
array of diseases. These projects generated foundational knowledge
necessary for translation of epigenomic information into improved
preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic strategies. Here, we provide
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ROADMAP EPIGENOMICS PROGRAM DELIVERABLES

reveal human regulatory elements and the cognate transcription factors associated with these elements.
The Human Reference Epigenome Maps generated by the Roadmap
Epigenomics Program have provided a deeper and more comprehensive view of our regulatory genome in terms of defining regulatory elements, such as promoters and enhancers, for a given tissue
or cell type and have complemented the information obtained from
programs like ENCODE and GTEx (Genotype-Tissue Expression).
These maps have been used to predict tissue-specific patterns of disease and have informed the functional analysis of numerous genome-
wide association study (GWAS) hits relevant to many complex human
diseases. The prioritization of GWAS findings to identify causal loci
for disease pathways has been a challenge in the human genomics
field for some time. The maps generated now allow researchers to
prioritize disease-associated variants that overlap GWAS-enriched
epigenomic annotations. Additional tools have been developed and
defined in recent years that allow researchers to continue to explore
genomic regions with tissue- or cell-specific epigenomic features,
using Roadmap Epigenomics Program data with greater sophistication
(11). Many studies have also used the integration of histone
marks, chromatin states, and transcription factor binding site
data from Roadmap and ENCODE to inform epigenomic signatures or develop epigenomic biomarkers related to complex human diseases (12).
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some notable examples of program activities driven by individual
efforts. For instance, De Jager et al. (14) took advantage of two prospective studies of aging. They identified 11 regions of the genome
in which brain frontal cortex methylation status was associated with
Alzheimer’s disease pathology in both a discovery cohort and a
smaller replication cohort. This study also identified eight nearby
genes that were differentially expressed in Alzheimer’s disease
brains relative to unaffected controls. In a second study, Reynolds et al.
(15) identified age-associated methylation changes in monocytes
and T cells, which correlated with both local gene expression changes
and clinical measures of vascular aging. These epigenomic changes were
enriched in regions predicted to have roles in regulating gene expression programs, such as enhancers. A third example was provided by
Yang et al. (16) who compared DNA methylation profiles of peripheral blood mononuclear cells from inner city children with asthma to
a healthy control population and identified 11 genes with methylation and gene expression changes specifically associated with asthma,
all of which were validated in an independent cohort. Many of
these genes are related to immune function, specifically T cell
maturation and TH2 (T helper 2) immunity, raising the possibility
that in the future, epigenetic therapies could be effective for reversing
immune dysfunction in children with asthma. In 2010, the Ren
laboratory published a highly cited paper comparing the epigenomes
of pluripotent and lineage-committed human embryonic stem cells
(17), one of the many advances made by the Roadmap Consortium in
stem cell epigenomics.
In addition, a search for novel epigenomic marks was fundamental to the design of the overall program to help more fully understand the diversity of epigenomic modifications that might need
to be considered as part of a reference epigenome and provide a
critical balance between large and small projects contributing to a
collective goal. Studies funded by this program identified at least
70 additional novel histone modifications, including lysine crotonylation (Kcr), which was shown to be evolutionarily conserved
(18). In addition, lysine -hydroxybutyrylation (Kbhb) was discovered, which was markedly induced in response to elevated
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-hydroxybutyrate levels in cultured cells and in livers from mice
subjected to prolonged fasting or streptozotocin-induced diabetic
ketoacidosis (19). The extent to which the novel marks identified
are associated with human maladies is a current area of further
exploration.
Epigenomic technology development
The technology development projects supported by this program
were focused on enabling novel or markedly improved epigenomic
monitoring or manipulation. Among the innovative epigenomic
monitoring technologies developed were the MethylC-seq assay,
chromatin affinity purification with mass spectrometry, and the development of ligands for in vivo imaging of epigenetic enzymes in
humans (20–22). Methods for locus- or mark-specific manipulation
of the epigenome include a light-inducible CRISPR-Cas9 system for
control of endogenous gene activation (23), a CRISPR-Cas9 acetyltransferase approach to perform epigenome editing (24), and epigenome editing to silence distal regulatory elements (25). These studies
are important contributions to the epigenome editing tool box,
which will aid in modern genome- and epigenome-based therapies and which, in part, helped spawn a new Common Fund program on Somatic Cell Genome Editing (https://commonfund.nih.
gov/editing).
MEASURING SUCCESS

It can be extremely difficult to measure the ultimate success of a
scientific program because it is difficult to disentangle the effects of
the program versus other nonprogrammatic effects. In addition,
scientific advances often take many years to achieve their ultimate
impact on human health and disease. In our evaluation of the Roadmap
Epigenomics Program, we focused on the following quantitative
measures of success: (i) use of data, publications, and resources; (ii)
new discoveries of epigenomic mechanisms in human disease; and
(iii) new high-value technologies. On the basis of a bibliometric
analysis, publications from the Roadmap Epigenomics Program
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Fig. 1. Mean and median RCR (Relative Citation Ratio) of Roadmap Epigenomics Program research articles for each year. The RCR benchmark of 1.0 is based on
the median RCR for all NIH-funded publications, including reviews. This excludes 2017 articles that did not have an assigned RCR value at the time of analysis.
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were found to be highly influential. A total of 857 articles published
between 2008 and 30 November 2017 were identified using an internal NIH database linking grants to publications. All 857 articles
were analyzed for their influence using iCite (26), which provides a
Relative Citation Ratio (RCR) for each publication. Of these publications, 699 were categorized as research articles and received
44,245 citations. The mean RCR value of the Epigenomics Program’s
research publications is 3.60 and the median RCR is 1.44 compared
to an NIH-wide benchmark median RCR value of 1.0. This indicates that publications from the Epigenomics Program tended to be
more influential (Fig. 1). Both the number of “Epigenomics” publications in PubMed as well as the number of NIH-funded grants increased
significantly since the program started in 2007 (Fig. 2, A and B).
However, it is unclear whether this is a direct consequence of the
start of the program or whether this increase would have happened
independently. Likewise, a substantial increase in epigenomics
research in specific disease areas, in addition to cancer, was also
evident since 2007 (Fig. 2C), which is an indication of how this program catalyzed new discoveries related to epigenomic mechanisms
of human diseases. Last, we analyzed patent applications as an indicator of commercialization potential. As of December 2017, there
were 27 granted patents out of 55 patent applications from the Epigenomics Program.

B

KEY CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE
EPIGENOMICS ROADMAP CONSORTIUM

When the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Program was being developed and implemented, there were several issues that needed to be
addressed: (i) the overall structure of the program (e.g., the balance
between smaller discovery and technology development projects
versus larger goal-directed mapping efforts), (ii) how best to coordinate the activities of the consortium as a whole and address the
challenges of working in a group, and (iii) how to establish and best
achieve the goals of the consortium. A “consortium approach” can
bring to mind large projects with NIH-mandated goals that offer
little or no opportunity for investigator-initiated innovation. Concerns about this type of approach were voiced at the outset of the
Epigenomics Program (27). However, the design of the Epigenomics
Program included both large data-generating projects as well as
smaller innovation- and discovery-focused projects. Common Fund
programs are intended to change paradigms, develop innovative
tools and technologies, and/or provide fundamental foundations
for research that can be used by the global biomedical research
community. These programs often involve a combination of highly
coordinated research to develop large datasets or tools, innovative
technology development to further enhance the capabilities of the
consortium, and demonstration projects to road test the value of the
data/tools. As stated earlier, the combination of large-scale data-
generating projects and smaller, nimble technology-driven methods
for which the primary goals are innovation and discovery allows the
work of the consortium as a whole to evolve while maintaining an
overall focus on delivering large amounts of high-quality data to
end users. However, the value of coordinated efforts to deliver community resources that could not be provided by individual groups
versus a need for more focused, hypothesis-testing investigator-initiated
approaches was also debated (27). At the root of the debate was
whether the field was ready for a large mapping effort; mapping
epigenetic modifications was more daunting than sequencing the
Satterlee et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaaw6507
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Fig. 2. Influence of the Roadmap Epigenomics Program on the field of epige
nomics research. (A) Epigenomics publications per year identified by searching
PubMed for “epigenom*.” There were 10,439 epigenomics publications identified. (B) NIH-funded Epigenomics projects per year identified by searching an
NIH grant database for new awards with epigenom* in the title or specific aims.
Excludes subprojects and intramural projects. (C) Number of projects per year for
top 10 conditions of NIH-funded Epigenomics projects. Projects were identified
by searching an NIH grant database for new awards with epigenom* in the title
or specific aims. Excludes subprojects and NIH intramural research projects.
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MOVING FORWARD

In addition to the obvious synergistic relation between Roadmap
Epigenomics, IHEC, and ENCODE, several other Common Fund
programs have benefited from the lessons learned by the Epigenomics Program. In particular, having established a successful
blueprint for mapping efforts, programs like 4D Nucleome (4DN)
also ventured into this space in attempting to create, among other
things, three-dimensional (3D) maps of genomic interactions as a
Satterlee et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaaw6507
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long-term community tool. Although creating 3D maps of genomic interactions is a far more complex task, direct comparison of Epigenomics
and ENCODE datasets with 3D maps generated by the 4DN program
and ENCODE would ultimately provide the scientific community
with a powerful framework to integrate structural and functional
genomic, epigenomic, and transcription factor binding datasets to
better understand human health and disease. Likewise, the newly
minted Common Fund Human Biomolecular Atlas Program, focusing on the ambitious goal of providing the map of the human
body at cellular resolution, may also benefit from the Epigenomics
Program data. Our understanding of the human genome, sequenced
in the early 1990s, has been further untangled by epigenomic and
nucleomic research and may culminate in an unprecedented view
of the human body at subcellular resolution. Scientific progress will
continue to require the judicious use of large goal-driven programs
that produce technologies and tools that can accelerate discovery from
individual laboratory science. The Common Fund is committed to
continued evaluation and refining of best practices for design and management of consortia to maximize their scientific and health impact.
Highlights
1) Critical analysis of current funding reveals gaps where Common
Fund support can have the greatest impact;
2) Scientific gaps often occur around issues that cannot be addressed by a single researcher and that require a multidisciplinary
and coordinated effort to achieve;
3) Development of community resources requires consistent input
from scientists who represent the user community;
4) Community resources need to be developed in the context of the
international community—this requires dedicated time and effort;
5) Principal investigators funded to generate a community resource
need to commit to consortium goals and community outreach;
6) Early sharing of large datasets and tools does not impede the work
of data/tool generators—it enhances the impact of the data/tools
7) The combination of consortium-driven community resource development in addition to discovery and technology development
projects can result in rapid advances for the field as a whole.
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human genome because there was no clear definition of a single
reference epigenome. Nevertheless, the program was launched in
2008 with the expectation that coordinated mapping efforts would
ultimately lead to the creation of reference epigenomes and that
these would be “durable goods” for the benefit of the community in
the long run. International data standards, benchmarking across
laboratories as methods were developed, development of computational tools, and data management that addressed the needs of different types of users were worthwhile goals that would not have
been achieved without a coordinated effort. Last, community outreach and engagement via presentations at meetings and workshops
was strongly emphasized by external program consultants who represented the interests of the broad scientific community, because
community resources are only valuable if the community knows
about them.
A second major issue was how best to coordinate the activities of
the consortium as a whole and address the challenges of working in
a group. As rewarding as consortium science can be, the formation
of a consortium also presents several challenges. Investigators are
asked to adopt a community-centric focus rather than concentrating on their own individual research interests. This represents a
shift in thinking as well as decision-making for themselves and their
laboratories. Consistent with this perspective, instead of maximizing their own benefit, the Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium
adopted a data- and resource-sharing policy that emphasized early
sharing of tools and methods. For instance, MethylC-seq for whole-
genome bisulfite sequencing of mammalian cells (20) was readily
adopted by the consortium after the steering committee and NIH
staff decided that all mapping centers should use it for their reference epigenomes. While this initially caused some feasibility concerns, rapid sharing of data and tools facilitated this shift without
diminishing the recognition of the data/tool developers.
A third important issue was how best to establish and achieve
the goals of the consortium. Newly funded members of large consortia may be uncomfortable with the goals established by the
NIH. Moving from the high-level objectives established via funding
opportunities to the articulation of specific consortium goals, development of plans for benchmarking between laboratories, and establishment of integrated analysis plans requires iterative discussion so
that consensus can be established. The Epigenomics Consortium
was governed by a steering committee, consisting of consortium
members and NIH staff. Substantial input was also received from
the external program consultants regarding consortium goals and
expectations. Although it took extensive time and effort, the investigators ultimately collectively coordinated among themselves by
focusing on high-achieving goals leading to prominent publications
that everyone recognized could only be accomplished through a
considerable consortium effort that was greater than the sum of
which all the laboratories could complete individually.
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